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Selling your idea
A. Overwhelmed

B. Excited

C. Tired of spearheading it

D. All of the above



0. What to Expect
...assuming this goes as planned.

➔ Why?
Why do we need data?

➔ Tell Your Story
Are you collecting the right data?

➔ How to Manage It
Where do you put all this data and how 
do you make time for that?



Definitions
● Data - “A collection of facts that describe 

something.”
● Database - Where/how those facts are 

stored
● Database Management - The process of 

collecting, managing, and analysing those 
facts.

Note: Other’s Data
More data produced in the 

 



1. Why?
“When you find your why, you find a way to 
make it happen.” - Eric Thomas

➔ Tell Your Story
Data can help you share your impact.

➔ Track Growth
Challenge yourself, and watch your 
organization grow.

➔ Understand & Improve
Find out why your numbers are down 
but the team feels like this is the best 
year yet.



Tell Your Story
● Ex 1: Through our gleaning program we 

harvest fruit trees to increase access to fresh, 
organically grown produce for those in need.

OR

● Ex 2: Through our gleaning program we 
harvest over 600 fruit trees each year to 
increase access to fresh, organically grown 
produce for over 3,000 families in need. Below 
is a story from Karen, her family receives 
produce from us weekly.

Note: Other’s Data
Ex 3: It is currently estimated 
that more than 10 billion 
pounds of food are left in the 
field and never harvested. 
These fields have the 
potential to greatly support 
the current food system and 
significantly reduce food 
insecurity if harvested and 
utilized. In addition, more than 
35 million individuals live in 
households that experience 
hunger [2]. 

 



Track Your Growth
● 30,000 pounds (2021) vs 40,000 (2020)
● 11 vs 18 harvests a week
● 136 vs 111 average pounds per harvest
● ~20% more per harvest



Understand and Improve
● Backup your ideas

○ Ex 1: Gardens perform xx% better each year
● Uncover insights
● Know more about your people

○ Donations $$
● Transition roles and staff more fluidly

Tip
This takes time! At 
GULB, we would dive 
into understanding our 
data in our off-season to 
populate our annual 
report and giving 
campaign. This also 
helped to plan for the 
next year to come..



TED Talk on storytelling with data.

Thoughts?
Impressions? 
Insights?

Key Insight
Working backwards is 
key to getting the 
information you want to 
tell your story.



2. Tell Your Story
The framework to getting your raw inputs.

➔ Define The Quest
What do you want to know?

➔ Lay Out a Game Plan
What questions, when answered, could 
help to you fulfill your quest?

➔ Decide on Inputs
What raw data do you need?



The Quest
What do you want to know? What are 
you trying to solve?

● Video: Which one of our ice 
cream flavors is the worst 
selling?

● Get creative!

Example
Which type of gleaned 
fruit is the most 
impactful on our 
community?



Game Plan
What smaller questions can you ask 
to help fulfill your quest?

● Video Example:
○ What are all our flavors of 

ice cream?
○ How much of each do we 

sell?
○ How often do we restock?

Example
What are the types of 
fruit we glean?

How much of each type 
of fruit do we glean?

What produce is the 
community taking vs 
leaving behind?



Toolkit! Or Raw 
Data
“How good your analysis is 
stems from how good your 
raw data is.”

How is this data brought 
together, cleaned, and 
managed?

Example
Already collecting 
poundage and type of 
fruit. 

How can we improve 
data collection and 
management?

Start measuring amount 
of fruit that is taken for 
distribution but returned.



Repeat (with staff).
“When people are financially invested, 
they want a return. When people are 
emotionally invested, they want to 
contribute.” - Simon Sinek



3. Management
Ultimately, this will look different based on 
your unique organization.

➔ Management
When? How? What works for you?

➔ Tools
These have the potential to make your 
life easier.



How do I make time for 
data management?
● Prioritize it!
● Understand “Why”
● Get your staff on board
● Delegate it - Find a superstar

Example
What are the types of 
fruit we glean?

How much of each type 
of fruit do we glean?

What produce is the 
community taking vs 
leaving behind?



What you’ll (likely) need:
● Standardized Records
● CRM System
● Connecting Software
● Clearly Defined Process

○ Who? What? When?
● Display Software
● Enforcement Superstar

Tip
Make your system work 
for you. Not the other 
way around.



Standard Paper 
Record
What do you want to know? 

● Standardize the information 
your are collecting.

● How can we make this as easy as 
possible for those collecting the 
information?



Software Solutions
Display 
Canva

Excel (or Google Sheets)

CRM Systems 
(Relational Database)
Salesforce

Bloomerang

Salsa

Blackbaud

Connections
Zapier

Zoho Flow

Microsoft Power Automate



Where GULB’s Data is Coming From

Acuity

Signup 
Genius

Gmail

Calendly

Website

Zapier

Salesforce

Harvests

Tree Care

Garden Data

Donor Coffees & Calls

Event Attendance

In-Person Sales

Distribution Data

Volunteer Hours

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff



The Green Urban Lunch Box Process: Gleaning Information

Field Backend

October 2014
Staff takes paper notes (or notes 
on their cell phone, preferred 
preference here.)

August 2015
All sorts of things are 
automated (tree and 
homeowner information, 
volunteer information).

October 2015
Harvest Staff enters in information at the end of 
their day or work week. 

(Note: Volunteers and partners often fill out the 
paperwork and one of our staff is tasked with 
entering their data.)

November 2015
Designated data superstar 
checks the dashboard once a 
month (or more) to ensure that 
data is getting entered. 

October 2015
Season-end 
evaluation.



Questions to keep in mind when investing in 
tools:
● Is this solution scalable?
● All encompassing?
● What resources do we need to maintain 

this?
● How much will this cost (upfront and 

ongoing)?
● What is the ROI?

Tip
You don’t want to do this 
multiple times. Take the 
time UPFRONT to really 
understand where you 
are headed.



Superstar!
Find your data nerd.



Tip
If you don’t know 
about Catchafire 
you should. This can 
be very helpful in 
the world of setting 
up (or moving) a 
CRM.



4. What’s Next
Short answer is… It depends. 

Most of us will probably need to look at:

➔ Pros & Cons
Take a good look at the Pro’s and Con’s 
of your current system.

➔ Get Clear
Figure out what you want to prioritize. 
Do you have some pain points that are 
higher on the list than others?

➔ Set Goals
This kind of stuff doesn’t improve 
overnight. It takes work and time.



Good luck!
Questions? 

I hope this has been helpful. Please feel 
free to reach out with additional 
questions.

jenaeridge@gmail.com 


